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If you take a drive through Sandton,
you’ll notice the skyline is changing
fast; with new multi-storey, glassfronted buildings blossoming on
every street corner. One of the most
impressive however is found near
the top end of Katherine street.
Sasol’s corporate head office, which
was officially opened in 2016, is a
technologically-advanced building
that’s becoming a case study for other
conglomerates on how to design an
office of the future.
Sasol’s new home, nestled
among the other corporate giants
of the country, is just 100 kms
from Sasolburg, the town where
the company was formed in 1950.
Founded as the world’s first oilfrom-coal company, today it’s an
international integrated chemicals
and energy company operating in 33
countries.
As well as moving into new
corporate facilities, the company has
undergone a couple of other significant
changes in recent years. Sasol
undertook a corporate restructure
in 2014 to realign its business and
streamline its operations. It also faced
the challenge of modernising its IT
infrastructure. A challenge dealt with
head-on by Sasol IM, which, through
the completion of its modernisation
programme, has now set the
foundations for implementing its
digitalisation strategy.
The IT modernisation, which began
in 2012, was overseen by then-CIO
Alec Joannou. In 2017, Joannou was
awarded the title of Visionary CIO in
South Africa, largely attributed to his
work on the modernisation. Joannou,
who was appointed as Sasol’s global
chief digital officer in February 2018,
is quick to state the achievements at
Sasol are a team effort.
Brainstorm αlpha is designed to
showcase excellence from companies
in South Africa that not only

deliver, but also drive technology.
In this edition of Brainstorm αlpha,
we showcase Sasol’s vision and
technology journey over the five
years along with the partners
that assisted in reaching the
destination. This publication serves
as an in-depth case study and can
provide insight and inspiration
for those companies similarly
planning or undergoing a strategic
transformation of their IT capability.
Sasol’s chief financial officer Paul
Victor opens the publication by
setting the tone and explaining the
strategic overview and environment
that Sasol operates in. We then focus
on Joannou and how he set the whole
process in motion. The publication
then provides insights from each of
the business unit leaders from the five
different divisions within Sasol IM.
I hope you find the stories insightful
and interesting with the publication
providing you with an insight into how
you can embark on your own successful
digital transformation journey.

Simon Foulds
Editor
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Strategic overview

Focused on the future
Sasol has undergone a strategic transformation to
build solid foundations for its future. And IT plays a
significant part in that.
BY: Adrian Hinchcliffe
PICTURE: Supplied

Listed on both the Johannesburg and
New York stock exchanges, Sasol
has operations in 33 countries and
recorded turnover north of R172 billion
in 2017. Founded as a state-owned
company in 1950, its initial focus was to
synthetically produce liquid fuel from
coal. With a broader petrochemical
portfolio, it has, in recent years, faced
a couple of significant challenges
affecting its strategic outlook.
The first challenge is the macroenvironment in which it operates;
notably the volatilities associated with
the price of crude oil and the rand to
US dollar exchange rate, which affect
Sasol’s more immediate profitability.
The second is the long-term future of
its portfolio of products and strategic
direction.
“Like any company exposed to a
commodity, where the commodity price
fundamentally changes, it raises the
questions of whether your structure is
correct and whether you should be in
the businesses you’re in,” says Sasol
CFO, Paul Victor.
In 2013/14, the company undertook
a programme designed to streamline
its operations and cut costs to enable
it to better weather these fluctuating
factors.

Brainstorm

“We were quite an ineffective
organisation, but we’re a global
petrochemical player and need to
operate as such. Ultimately, we
consolidated the business, removed
a lot of costs from the structures and
became a leaner organisation. Our new
business model is structured along the
integrated value chain as opposed to
running separate, siloed businesses.
By doing this we’ve improved our
competitive advantage from being
profitable at $90 per barrel of oil to
being profitable at below $40.”
This gives Sasol one of the lowest
operating costs in the sector globally.
And, according to its annual financial
statement in 2017, the company also
achieved R5.4 billion per annum of
sustainable savings as a result of its
business performance enhancement
programme.

Fuel for the future
The second issue Sasol faces is the
uncertain future of different fuel classes
in the energy sector, with many countries
shifting away from fossil fuels to cut
greenhouse gas emissions. Sasol has
had to assess whether its strategy is
aligned to where it wants to be operating
competitively in the long-term.
“We have great South African assets,
they may be fossil fuel driven, but coal
is going to remain an important part of
the energy mix in South Africa. We want

to make it cleaner, reduce the carbon
footprint; and we’re undertaking a lot
of investments in that regard. We’re
planning to operate those assets until at
least 2050.”
When it comes to the growth of
electric cars and their impact on the
market for petroleum, Victor isn’t overly
concerned. “Electric cars will be big, but
they won’t disrupt the fuel industry
in South Africa, not in the next 30-40
years. Maybe overseas, but we don’t
play there in petroleum products.”
Victor believes some niche
opportunities exist for its low cost
feedstocks in Southern Africa. However,
as a multinational, Sasol is focused on
becoming more of a chemicals company,
with investments in major production
facilities in US and Germany, and a focus
on the US and Asian markets.

Getting the tech correct
The 2013/14 strategic reorganisation
and cost-cutting programme’s
introduction was slightly preceded
by the appointment of Alec Joannou
as CIO. Victor admits that the
infrastructure Joannou inherited
wasn’t fit for purpose, and getting a
solid foundation in place was a major
priority. “The IT function had previously
been guided by trying to find the ‘latest
and greatest’ tech,” says Victor.
“Alec’s first job was to get the
basics in place. He had to ensure the
architecture, applications, ERP systems
and everything else were fitting
the business requirement, and that
they were working. There was also a
capability issue to resolve, ensuring he
got the right people, and then making
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Our IT costs are now at
the lowest level they’ve
been for a long time. And
yet, the technology and
the way it’s optimised is
closely aligned with the
business strategy.”
PAUL VICTOR

sure we had an IT strategy that enables
the business.
“The transformation of the IT function
actually happened at the right time,
because the infrastructure became more
stable. We then started to optimise the
IT systems to ensure they were more
suited to their purpose,” he adds.
“Our IT costs are now at the lowest
level they’ve been for a long time. And
yet, the technology and the way it’s
optimised is closely aligned with the
business strategy – that only happens
when the CIO and his team understands
the business and where it’s going, and
how they fit IT into that.”

digitalisation and disruption
Looking ahead, the talk of digital
transformation and disruption brought
to industry sectors by digitally-enabled
players doesn’t worry Sasol’s CFO
too much. “When you look at digital,
you have to determine if you’re in
the disrupting space or the enabling
space. We’ve been very fortunate as
an industry that disruptive technology
hasn’t hit the petrochemical industry as
hard as it has others, such as financial
services or retail. Sasol isn’t being

Paul Victor,
Sasol

disrupted at its core, so my focus is on
the enabling aspect and what capital
digital will require. When it’s not
disruptive it’s about smartly allocating
capital, relevance and competitive
advantage,” he says.
“We will need the correct mix of
technology, which gives us the right
returns and competes on the same basis
as other capital. However, technology
moves so quickly. We have to allow
IT in the digital space to move at the
speed required by the technology, but
simultaneously ask IT not to move too

fast. The technology may be there, but
perhaps the business isn’t ready. We’re
not going to develop technologies to
disrupt the industry, we’ll use ‘known’
and proven technologies to enable our
business better. We will cleverly adopt
and deploy, but we don’t develop.”
In closing, Victor’s outlines his
ultimate vision for Sasol’s IT function:
“The business probably won’t know a
lot about what IT is doing, but they’ll
be doing it so smartly that when the
business says ‘we want to go there’ IT
is ready.”

tech tranSformation
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Alec Joannou,
Sasol

thE JournEY to
ModErnisation
Changing mindsets and technology is paying
dividends with this global entity.
BY: simon Foulds
PICTURE: karolina komendera

‘Back to basics’ might not be a term
associated with a global entity. But
that’s exactly the journey embarked
upon at sasol iM when Alec joannou
took over the helm as CiO in 2012.
Basic IT services weren’t functioning
properly at the time, so Joannou
launched the ‘Brutal Facts’ journey,
based on the Stockdale Principle. The
paradox of this principle is: never doubt

that you can achieve your goals, no
matter how lofty they may be or how
many critics and naysayers you may
encounter. But at the same time, always
take honest stock of your current
situation. Don’t lie to yourself for
fear of short-term embarrassment or
discomfort, because such deception will
only come back to defeat you in the end.
“At the time, the department had
no real credibility because employees
throughout the operation kept
complaining about the same issues over
and over again, namely: printing, video

conferencing, the IT helpdesk, email
and the internet. So the first step was
ensuring these areas would function
properly.”
Another key aspect was winning
over the executive and the board and
getting the relevant support for the IM
department. To achieve this, Joannou set
about convincing them of the importance
of his department.

taking risks
He first renegotiated a number of
vendor contracts, which led to cost
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savings. He then set about sponsoring
two telepresence units – one at the
head office and the other in Secunda.
“Though we were told having virtual
meeting rooms in two separate regions
would never work at Sasol, we set about
proving them wrong, and today, we
have over 30 of these meeting rooms
resulting in huge cost savings of time
and travel.”
In convincing the board, Joannou set
about creating a completely paperless
board. At the time, board members from
around the world would receive their
relevant bulky paperwork a month prior
to meetings via courier. To mitigate this
costly exercise, Joannou implemented
a cloud solution called BoardVantage
(which, when implemented in 2013, was
way ahead of its time).
“It was a huge risk on our part, but
with the change of management at the
time, and the training we conducted, it
was incredible how quickly they adopted
this way of working. These were quick
wins for us, but it paved the way for us
to set about adapting the company’s IT
system into one that would benefit the
whole company.”

infrastructure and networks across the
whole of the company.”
Through its partners, the
transformation process was rolled
out throughout Sasol worldwide. One
example of a global standardisation is
that employees, no matter which office
they visit in the world, are recognised
as an employee and have immediate
access to the Sasol wireless system and
other facilities. “This was a huge success
in terms of our journey of steering the
company away from its federal brand,
and a great psychological win for
everyone involved.”

Federal IT

Alec Joannou

Sasol was operating a federal IT model
following the acquisition of numerous
businesses over the years. Each of
these businesses had its own way of
operating, which, according to Joannou,
was a blessing in disguise because
it enabled his team to standardise
throughout the whole company
globally. “It also allowed us to cut the
number of vendors we were doing
business with from 400 to ten. These
major vendors became true strategic
partners with Sasol because we wanted
value-added relationships as opposed
to straightforward transactional
relationships. Furthermore, the CEO’s
strategy and vision was for Sasol to be
a truly global company and therefore
its IT systems needed to operate as one
global entity. “It wasn’t easy,” he states,
“but it was incredibly successful.
“A transformational journey
followed where we standardised all

In 2016, the company won the
international award for the best SAP
project, up against 228 global companies.
“It was a proud moment for us and
was also great for morale within the
company. We had recently installed a
new operating model and we needed the
SAP system to enable it. We submitted
the project and as one of the top three
projects from Africa, we went on to the
international finals and won. A great day
for IM, Sasol and South Africa.”

Legacy
Sasol’s head office in Sandton,
Johannesburg, is a technological
achievement the IM team is
extremely proud of. “I believe it’s
one of the most technologically
advanced offices in Southern
Africa and probably one of the
most advanced globally. We also
finished the project within budget
and within schedule. And it’s
great having other companies
use us a reference, visiting to
see how we’re implementing the
technology to make our work
environment more efficient in the
digital age.”
Another successful event during
this timeframe has been its people
journey, ensuring the organisation
has a great diversity mix among its
employees. “As a result, IM is in a good
place in terms of efficiency and high
staff morale according to Heartbeat,
which benchmarks staff not only
between different internal divisions, but
against the best practices globally.”
In conclusion, he says not only was
it a transformation journey from an IT
perspective, it has also been a great
people journey where employees have
been empowered to become part of the
solution as IM heads into its digital and
modernisation journey.
Joannou’s final remark is that none of
this incredible journey could have been
accomplished without the commitment
and passion of each and every IM
employee within Sasol. He’s incredibly
proud to have led the function in such
challenging and rewarding times.

One of the areas within
the ICT space we’re looking
at is ensuring our partners
in South Africa are 51%
black-owned and 30%
black women-owned.”

Value of data
Four years ago, Sasol IM implemented
data analytics and, according to
Joannou, some in the organisation
thought it was a waste of money. “But if
you look at where big data now fits into
the business and the digital era, it was
probably one of the best investments
we could have made.”
Another big achievement was its Blue
Cloud focus, where the company looked
at increasing its BEE spend, within the
true spirit of transformation and the
code. “One of the areas within the ICT
space we’re looking at is ensuring our
partners in South Africa are 51% blackowned and 30% black women-owned.
We’re also encouraging our vendor
partners to properly fit in with our Blue
Cloud spirit.”
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Providing the
infrastructure
for Sasol’s digital
journey
When Sasol began its IT transformation strategy, it engaged
with HCL Technologies in order to obtain the assistance
required to develop both its transformation strategy and the
roadmap for its execution.

A

s the relationship has matured, the scope of HCL’s
involvement has expanded along the roadmap, moving
from a situation where it assisted with the transitioning,
to one where it began managing and maintaining Sasol’s IT
infrastructure.
According to Ashish Kumar, CVP EMEA, the initial relationship
began with HCL providing infrastructure services to Sasol, which
was undertaking a process of standardising its products and
platforms across the globe.
“Although Sasol has a presence in a multitude of countries
around the world, most of these regions were effectively running
their own IT shops, meaning there was no standardisation of
products, infrastructures or practices,” he says.
“So our initial focus was on standardising the Sasol global
infrastructure. We developed a blueprint for this, along with
standard service level agreements (SLAs), with predictable
outcomes. We then set up a private cloud service, which meant
these standard services could be accessed from anywhere in
the world. In addition, it transitioned the company from a capex
to an opex-based model and allowed services to be utilised on a
pay-per-use basis.”
Kumar adds that HCL has enabled Sasol to move from a
completely fragmented IT scenario to what is now a standard way
of consuming industrialised products and services via a private
cloud model. Not only is this utility-based model for consumption
of IT services much more cost-effective, it is also much more
reliable and ubiquitous.
“Sasol is now in a position to implement public cloud, and this is
a transition we expect to be seamless, as, having already adopted
private cloud, the mindset shift to this way of working has

4th Floor, World Trade Center,
Johannesburg, South Africa
Tel: 011 063 8569
www.hcltech.com

ASHISH KUMAR, CVP EMEA,
HCL Technologies

already occurred and the understanding of how these services
are consumed already exists.
“The benefits obtained by Sasol up to this point have included
not only the standardised set of technology processes and
platforms, but also the fact that having a reliable infrastructure
offers predictability, which, in turn, enables one to look to the
future. When we came on board, unpredictability was one of the
key challenges the team was grappling with, which meant they
were constantly fighting fires, instead of focusing on their future
strategy. We have changed this, opening the door for Sasol to
instead focus on its digital transformation journey.”
As it stands today, continues Kumar, Sasol is preparing for a
further evolution of this journey, as it seeks to digitalise services
by bringing in aspects like advanced analytics and Internet of
Things (IoT) related services. With its strong focus on digital, IoT,
cloud and other new-age services, HCL is well positioned to help
them evolve towards tomorrow’s IT as well.
“As a company, Sasol has identified certain future areas for
modernisation and digitalisation, and across these areas, HCL will
be a key strategic partner, and will assist in the development and
implementation of this future technology roadmap.
“The company is now in the early stages of digital
transformation, and we will definitely walk beside the
Sasol team on this journey. Our role will be to help create an
environment for such transformation to happen, by making
their existing IT services more robust, as well as building our
capabilities for future technologies. While this journey is
currently in its infancy, plans are definitely being shaped and
the future for our two organisations, working together, is
clearly very bright,” concludes Kumar.

it infraStrUctUre

coLLaBoration
With
iMaGination
The implementation of a unified platform
by BT has completely changed the way
Sasol employees across multiple regions
communicate with one another.
BY: rodney Weidemann
PICTURE: karolina komendera

the nimbler an enterprise is, the more successful it’s likely to be. However,
this isn’t something that’s easily achieved, since by their very nature, large
organisations tend to be the exact opposite of nimble.
The nimbler an enterprise is, the more successful it’s likely to be. However,
this isn’t something easily achieved, since by their very nature, large
organisations tend to be the exact opposite of nimble.
Thus, when Sasol reorganised in 2014, with the aim of increasing efficiencies
and improving effectiveness, an underlying transformation of the company’s
IT infrastructure was required, in order to rejuvenate the business.
In conjunction with this, a long-term strategy and a strategic partnership
with specific suppliers was considered just as important in determining
project success as the technology selection was.
According to Sudhish Mohan, digital leader for Sasol IM, one of the big
challenges facing the business was the fact that, while it had operations
across multiple countries, communications between these regions was
seriously hampered by an inflexible global network.

three-stage plan
He suggests this meant that communications between global centres was
both expensive and unreliable, adding that centralised applications tended
to be sluggish and failed on a regular basis. This, of course, meant that
employees were nowhere near as productive as they could potentially be, and
management, at the same time, was unable to obtain a single view across
these worldwide operations.
“We clearly needed to streamline and consolidate Sasol’s disparate
legacy IT infrastructure, since the organisation had, in its lengthy history,
accumulated multiple separate systems, departments, suppliers and
outsourcers, and therefore it was a struggle to coordinate business strategy
across the ecosystem,” he says.
“Sasol had a mix of service providers – its supplier infrastructure ultimately
tallied to a total of 44 – meaning that response times for global applications
could be lengthy. After all, 44 service providers means a lot of network hops and
access points, which, in turn, meant a lot of points where things can go wrong.”
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Sasol IM developed a three-stage
project plan that was designed to
improve both the maturity and the
agility of the company’s infrastructure,
continues Mohan.
“During the initial stage, we focused
on consolidation and standardisation,
after which we undertook to address the
alignment of IT and the business, as well
as improving partnerships and embracing
vital ‘third platform’ technologies,
notably those of mobility and cloud.
“The third stage utilised the
foundations laid by the first two stages
to drive business growth via innovation.
BT Advise consultants assisted us
here, managing what was a large-scale
transition and transformation project,
which saw BT Internet Connect installed
at key datacentre hubs. This effectively
ensured our people had access to the
web, wherever they were in the world.”

Call the plumber
Mohan adds that with this switch to a
single, harmonised BT service, one that
ultimately links some 68 sites worldwide,
Sasol is perfectly positioned to take full
advantage of third platform technologies
to significantly boost efficiencies and at
the same time reduce costs.
“A good example of how things have
changed can be found in how, prior
to BT’s involvement, one team, which
is spread over Canada, South Africa,
Mozambique and the UK, required the
team lead to make multiple monthly
international trips, simply to keep
the teams motivated, productive and
informed. Now that we’re utilising
the new BT One Collaborate Cisco
telepresence suites, travel has been
reduced to one trip every six weeks.
“The fantastic quality delivered by
these telepresence solutions makes it
virtually the same as meeting face-toface. And this, in turn, means a team
that is more engaged, a leader who
is doing his job more effectively, and
a family man who no longer has to
constantly travel on weekends.”
He points out that when it came to
implementation, the team faced a highly
complex landscape, as there were certain
sites where there was no clarity on the
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WALK IN CENTRE

E

OH and Sasol have been working together on a range
of initiatives over the last 15 years. Over this time, the
partnership has gone from strength to strength.
A driving success factor to the relationship is the willingness
of Sasol to invest in the partnership. This has become a culture
within the Sasol IM team. At Sasol, suppliers are seen as partners
as opposed to providers of goods and services. Their view is that
if one fails, the team fails. This rids Sasol of a culture of blame and
allows suppliers and Sasol to work as one in the achievement of a
speedy resolution.
As part of this journey, EOH took over the role of a single service
aggregator, using the EOH Service Desk as a single point of contact
for all Sasol’s vendors. Cradle to grave responsibility for all incidents
ensures a consistently high customer experience level in line with
the standards expected by Sasol. EOH’s world-class mobile field
management solution, with sign-on glass, GIS tracking capabilities
and digital processing, compliment the highly specialised field
engineers to deliver a professional end-user support service.

Telephone: +27 (11) 607 8100
info@eoh.co.za | www.eoh.co.za

EOH’s digital fast data platform and big data analytics are
providing insight as a service.
Its MES work helps the plants run efficiently. These are just
some of the services EOH provides.
Sasol’s culture of innovation allows EOH to implement stateof-the-art solutions and work as a combined team in introducing
sustainable change.
Another key to this relationship is Sasol’s commitment to
partnering with EOH in the creation of a future for South Africa’s
youth. EOH regularly partners on initiatives to create jobs for kids
who would otherwise be unemployed. EOH expects a big increase
in these initiatives in the future. EOH also embraces Sasol’s drive
in BEEE and this mirrors many of the things being done at EOH.
As Sasol looks at the modernisation of its IM platforms and its
journey into the digital age, EOH hope to continue to do great
things together.
Visit one of the walk-in centres to feel the partnership
experience.
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We clearly needed
to streamline and
consolidate Sasol’s
disparate legacy IT
infrastructure.”
SUDHISH MOHAN

number of users, while in other places,
there was a lack of an asset register.
“Under such circumstances, we were
tremendously impressed by the job
BT did. Using a real-world analogy, we
needed a top-notch plumber, as our pipes
were congested and leaky and it was vital
we ensure the plumbing worked before
we could do anything else. BT helped us
to get our plumbing right, so that we
could then begin laying digital capability
over the top of the new network.
“Moreover, one of the additional
benefits of having a single network is
that BT’s incident management process
is so sophisticated that it usually sorts
out threats or incidents before most of
our people even hear about them. BT
has also improved the organisation’s
defences, adding managed nextgeneration firewalls, intrusion detection
and protection systems and secure
internet gateways.”
In addition to this, the consolidation
process has assured that there are fewer
security breakout points, and when it
comes to the management of threats,
this is now done proactively, rather than
reactively.
“If there’s one lesson other enterprises
can learn from our experience, it’s that if
they’re aiming to expand their business
and increase their IT delivery capacities,
it’s critical to ensure a unified platform is

implemented by a trusted, collaborative
partner, one capable of managing new
deployments and IT change requests.
“Having done this, Sasol has now
achieved the desired baseline with its
new network. The addendum to this is
that now that we have a baseline, we’re
well positioned to deliver new services
as these are evolved and developed by
BT – basically, we will benefit as they
innovate,” he concludes.

Sudhish Mohan,
Sasol

FROM TRANSFORMATION TO MANAGEMENT
Appointed as Sasol’s outsourcing partner at an
early stage, HCL Technologies brought to the table
the necessary technical skills, along with a strong
background in strategically aligning IT and business
units.
“HCL was engaged to develop both Sasol’s
transformation strategy and the roadmap for its
execution. As the relationship matured, the scope of
HCL’s involvement expanded along the roadmap.
“Gradually, the relationship moved from
transitioning to managing and maintaining Sasol’s IT
infrastructure,” says Sudhish Mohan, digital leader for
Sasol IM.

Through its partnership with HCL Technologies,
Sasol has achieved:
� better global visibility of its ICT environment and ICT
spending,
� consolidation of a large datacentre network into
three primary datacentres,
� standardisation of technology and SLAs across the
organisation,
� supplier rationalisation,
� greater stability,
� high level of virtualisation, and
� alignment among its IT operations with the
company’s ‘One Sasol’ transformation strategy.

Brainstorm
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Gaining insight
For some, integration is just a word, but for Sasol, it
was an objective.
BY: Tamsin Oxford
PICTURE: Karolina Komendera

The One Sasol vision, designed to
create an integrated and cohesive
organisation for employee and
customer, required a detailed architecture
and data platform that could provide
an integrated view of the organisation
and its value chain. The solution is a
blended slice of brilliance that allows
real-time data movement, structured
and unstructured data toolsets, and
accessibility across all platforms, silos
and users, alongside comprehensive
integration with the cloud.
“We had many different ways
of consolidating data on different
platforms and we realised that our
scalability and integration were quite
restricted, making it difficult to be
responsive to user and organisational
requirements,” says Johanna Malan, VP:
Enterprise Information Management
and Information Security, Sasol. “We
recognised the need to become more
value chain focused and created a
solution that’s less federated and
more integrated. We brought together
our internal architects Ana Moreira
and Anthony Rodriquez with Teradata
Consulting and drafted our overall
analytics ecosystem architecture.”
The platform utilises technology,
tool sets and solutions from Microsoft,
EOH and and Bytes, each, each vendor
providing a layer of expertise and
infrastructure to create a comprehensive
cloud marketplace. This open and
accessible space delivers a variety of
services, data points and solutions to
Sasol user-groups across global silos,
platforms and locations. It allows for
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Sasol to achieve an incredibly integrated
view of the business that once had
seemed impossible.
“A great example is that where we
previously had HR Business Warehouse
providing information to the human
resources community exclusively and
separated by region, now we can create
very specific HR data products, such as
a headcount, have the business owner
sign off on them and then make the data
available for self-service,” says Malan.
“Anyone across the whole business can
access this information. It forms part of
our commitment to #freethedata.”

Ecosystem
Sasol has built a platform that allows
for specific data responsibilities to be
governed by relevant business owners,
that can be accessed by anyone, not just
those within that specific department.
The data is free. No need for Susan in
accounting to call Lerato in HR to confirm
headcounts for a function. She can
just log in and get the information she
needs. The result is a company culture

that views data as a tool to enable role,
solution and department.
“By establishing this ecosystem,
everyone has started to think ‘data’ and
can see the value of data in terms of
spending more time making data-driven
decisions and spending less time on
collecting data, transforming how we
run our business,” says Malan. “It also
supports our digital strategy, which was
completed a few months ago and our
employees have seen the significant
results digital can deliver where
supported by data. It will enable their
growth thanks to improved information
management.”
The marketing and sales division has
also felt the benefits of the analytics
ecosystem. Sasol created a customer
portal that provided the division with
access to customer data and allowed
them to transform the customer
experience.
“We’re re-enabling our employees
and our customers in real-time,” adds
Malan. “This investment has helped the
organisation internally, and highlighted
the value of quality data and how
processes can change, just by having
access to data.”
The leading-edge analytics ecosystem
created spans several layers. The
first layer was designed to support
user applications. Those built on SAP
architecture formed part of the ERP
system or any other application. It also
allowed for any form of machine or
human generated data to be filtered
into a data lake that could then
be accessed by data scientists for
discovery of business opportunities.
Informatica provides the foundation
of the big data management for
the data loads generated by the
company, which sits as raw data in a
Hadoop environment.
“The second layer takes the
data into a Teradata data product
warehouse where it becomes more
structured with business definition
and rules and from where our broad
user base will access the data,”
says Malan. “Additionally, we utilise
QueryGrid as a lab environment
where people can explore their

This investment has
helped the organisation
internally, and highlighted
the value of quality data
and how processes can
change, just by having
access to data.”
Johanna Malan
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A SECURE INSIGHT
Security is a critical part of any
organisation’s infrastructure and Sasol
is no different. The company has paid
careful attention to the challenges that
security present, and has invested in a
clearly defined roadmap to establish a
formal security strategy.
“We believe that we will never be
the best at security as it’s such a
demanding environment,” says Johanna
Malan, VP: Enterprise Information
Management and Information
Security, Sasol. “It’s a function that
will always grow and change and we
need to ensure that our roadmap and
investments into security are capable
of adapting to new situations and
challenges. Our goal is to create an agile
security environment that can support
our digital journey.”

Johanna Malan,
Sasol

data before a final data product or
visualisation is created. In our process,
defined as the discovery process, we
use PowerBI, Tableau, SAP Lumira and
SAP Business Objects to support our
visualisation layer.”
The final layer focuses on the data
quality and the provision of a capability
that can track quality and data quality
projects in the organisation. The goal
is to improve business results and
decision-making through access to
quality information. An Informatica tool
is utilised to allow for the profiling and
provides individuals with dashboards
required to run the data quality projects,
while the business glossary ensures
that standardised terms are added to
the database with clear definitions to
ensure consistency across the business.
“Because we’re regionalised and have
a legacy of different SAP systems, we
had to undergo a significant manual
overhaul to get the analytics ecosystem
in place,” says Malan. “But today, the
time we could be saving in people’s
lives, and the opportunity of having
quality data available on one platform,
has made this project a huge success
across the entire business.”

Advertorial

Driving a
future digital
vision
When the CIO decided to reorganise Sasol’s
Information Management division in 2013,
in order to become nimbler and more costeffective, a big part of this was creating a

CAMERON
TANDY, MD
for Accenture
Resources
Africa

roadmap that would enable it to modernise
and streamline its IT function.

I

t was here that Accenture came into the picture, assisting
Sasol IM in developing its vision for 2020.
A key part of this roadmap, says Cameron Tandy, MD
for Accenture Resources Africa, was the consolidation of
a wide supplier base, moving from a costly, inefficient and
fragmented vendor strategy, to one where only a small list of
strategic suppliers was used. This also meant moving from a
straightforward supplier model to a partnership approach, one
where these players were willing to walk the complete journey
beside Sasol.
“The restructuring meant that Sasol wanted to ally itself with
global partners that operate in the same regions it does. From
Accenture’s point of view, the company was involved in Sasol’s
ERP landscape, as well as the data analytics and reporting space.
In addition, we also took charge of its project management office
(PMO) function, which has given it the benefit of consistent and
efficient monitoring of its IT projects, while helping the business
move from a legacy waterfall approach to more modern, agile
delivery methods,” he says.
“In effect, by running the PMO for Sasol, we’re able to introduce
a new way of delivering IT within the Sasol group, whereby we
set standards and delivery models for IT projects – regardless of
vendor – and embed this approach with Sasol’s IT people.”
Tandy adds that Accenture was also privileged to play a role
in Sasol’s digital ambitions, assisting the organisation with its
mobility capability and the development and support of mobile
applications, dashboards and portal technology.
“The journey began with Sasol’s enterprise mobility and the

012 622 2200 | www.accenture.com

applications used by the business, but Accenture also built an app
for employees to use when Sasol moved into its new offices. This
was designed to put relevant information into the hands of staff
with regard to everything from teaching them about their new
workspaces, to providing transport schedules like the Gautrain
timetable, to providing updates on the canteen menu.
“The newest part of this journey is being driven by their
customer demands, which has led to us developing an
e-commerce portal that will enable Sasol to conduct more
efficient and effective business with its fuel retail customers.”
Finally, he adds, Sasol has made effective use of Accenture’s
Digital Studio, which is a space that has been created to enable
the sharing of ideas and the co-creation of solutions, along with
the capability for the rapid development of proofs of concept.
It is, he says, a dynamic space that fosters creativity and
development and – in Sasol’s case – enabled the team to explore
the use of digital technologies to improve safety and efficiencies
within the company’s massive and complex plant environments.
“If one looks at the Sasol brand, it’s one that’s synonymous
with home-grown South African innovation. It’s both a cool and
an intellectual brand, and we see tremendous synergies between
our own digital transformation path and Sasol’s.”
“Accenture aims to continue innovating alongside Sasol, as
we move into a future characterised by rapid conceptualising,
speedy prototyping and development and quick learning. I have
no doubt that the digital journey is going to be a fast-moving and
exciting one, and it’s one we’re privileged to be a part of with
Sasol,” concludes Tandy.

information management
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MaKinG
it rEaL
Sasol’s evolution over the
past six years has focused
on streamlining, optimally
industrialising, and ensuring
all systems and operations
run more effectively.

Pawel Wuzyk,
Sasol

BY: tracy Burrows
PICTURE: karolina komendera

Pawel Wuzyk, VP for global
infrastructure and regional Mes service,
information Management lead at sasol,
believes the company’s evolution since
the arrival of Alec joannou as CiO six
years ago has focused on embedding
advanced industrialisation and, simply,
ensuring that things get done.
Sasol’s petroleum and chemical
product manufacturing assets, located
in Southern Africa at Secunda Synfuels,
Secunda Chemicals, Sasolburg, Satellite
and Natref, and internationally including
facilities in the United States, Europe
and Asia, now deliver value to the
organisation through their ability
to integrate and operate complex
technologies at scale, with world-class
product quality and cost advantages.

But several years ago, these operations
were not performing optimally, says
Wuzyk. Having worked for Sasol for 25
years, Wuzyk was aware that the entire
ecosystem was not performing as well as
it could.
“Sasol was basically a federated
company. Each region tended to deliver
its own services and draft its own
standards, with some common services,
and was all loosely integrated under
the leadership of the global CIO. We had
multiple projects and services being
delivered, but the overall organisational
management had to be more focused
and streamlined,” he says.

signiﬁcant change
Alec Joannou’s arrival as global CIO
signalled the start of a significant change
process within the organisation. “Alec
took a global approach, and said, for
example that he wanted ‘one neck to

wring’. So we started integrating and
consolidating standards, systems and
even our strategic direction.
“The change was probably more
organic than transformational, but
we moved to more effective planning,
leading, organising and controlling. We
spent a great deal of time with people,
developing a vision they could commit
to, and the rest is history. Once everyone
starts sharing a destination point, it’s
just a case of building a track so everyone
pulls the same way and the system starts
running like clockwork. So, at a high level,
our transformation was really about
industrialising – making sure things
happen as they should,” he says.
An early transformational move was
to deploy telepresence facilities for
enhanced collaboration across regions
and to run the network as one global,
centrally managed organism, says
Wuzyk. “We had various dedicated
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Bytes’
data analytics
journey
With a product-agnostic approach and
considered partnerships to support the
company, Bytes has everything it needs to
support customers’ data analytics needs.

B

usinesses today are demanding integrated, sustainable
and cost-effective IT solutions. As an organisation with
close to 7 000 employees and close to 14 000 customers,
Bytes Systems Integration is aware of this demand.
“We know that we need to collaborate across businesses to
have a deep customer understanding and a holistic approach to
addressing the modern-day challenges of organisations striving
to make effective, data-driven decisions,” says Hendrik Blignaut,
practice lead.
He goes on to say that organisational issues cannot be
addressed effectively if there’s no intimate knowledge of the
specific industry and an appreciation of the various levels of
maturity and ambitions that exist within these businesses.
Staying relevant
“Bytes has a very strong focus on staying relevant and is heavily
invested in ensuring we provide the value our clients expect from
a world-class data-and-analytics organisation with superior skills
and expertise in providing thought leadership to the South Africa
market,” says Blignaut.
It is, therefore, a very specialised business with a specific focus
on assisting its clients with their data and analytical journeys.
One example of this is having to close the gap between an
organisation’s regulatory and compliance deadlines, taking into
consideration the current engagements already underway and
technology investments made.
“We keep the balance between a sensible approach in
advancing the programme without going off on technology
tangents or implementing tactical solutions that will have
massive costs and need to be reworked at a later stage,” says
Blignaut. “Due to this key business focus, we are skilled in
addressing current key business challenges such as ‘customer
Journey’ and risk and compliance through the effective use of
analytics on all an organisation’s data.”

011 205 7000 | 083 266 6639 | www.bytes.co.za

HENDRIK
BLIGNAUT,
practice lead

Approach, technology and partnerships
Bytes Systems Integration offers comprehensive solutions
that range from defining a data and analytical approach at an
executive level to implementing and maintaining the solutions on
the ground, including BI, analytics, IOT, data integration, big data,
data warehousing, data quality and data management.
“We, therefore, don’t advocate solutions that are theoretical in
nature and cannot be realistically implemented. It’s of the utmost
importance to us that our solutions be referenceable as our
capability is vital to our credibility,” says Blignaut.
Bytes has also embraced recent developments in the services
space such as agile methodologies and DevOps. This allows its
professional services specialists to deliver business value in a
rapid, phased and cost-effective manner, providing incremental
value to an organisation. The company also adopts a vendoragnostic approach, which allows it to address real business
challenges, rather than pushing technology it owns.
Bytes has an affinity for partnering with best-of-breed solution
providers that are leaders in their industries and have a track
record for being able to deliver world-class solutions consistently.
To this end, Bytes has had long-standing partnerships with
Teradata and Informatica, both rated as leaders in their
respective industries by analysts like Gartner.
Teradata has been a leading provider for best-in-class
analytical ecosystem platforms and solutions and has recently
transformed to a modern analytical organisation providing
business solutions to enterprises that takes today’s challenges
into consideration.
Informatica’s suite of data management products is unrivalled
in the industry and ranges from intelligent data lake, cloud, data
security, data integration to data quality and data management
solutions.
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network providers in South Africa,
Europe and the US, with a network
infrastructure supporting 171 points
across the globe. Some of these were
as big as Secunda, with thousands of
users, and some were just small sales
offices, so we had a huge diversity of
providers. With HCL and BT, we started
transforming the network, as well as
the call and support infrastructure. This
took a few years to achieve, because in
some areas, last mile support had to be
integrated and aligned.”

The devil in the detail
The manufacturing execution systems
(MES), to track and document the
transformation of raw materials to
finished goods, were addressed to
enhance efficiency, management
capability and maintain standards.
“What I appreciated was a very
structured industrialised process of
translating the company’s business
vision into a technology roadmap,” says
Wuzyk.
“We started by engaging business and
asking questions – like what information
did they need to run the company? All
the ‘boxes and wires’ are simply there to
deliver the necessary information. And
once we found the common threads in
what was needed, looking at it from at
least a three-year perspective, we built
a robust picture linking information
requirements with the boxes and wires.
This may sound like common sense, but
the devil is in the detail.”

In working its Commercial and
Manufacturing Execution Systems
(MES) towards a globally standardised
architecture, its progress is supported
by increased outsourcing to global
network carriers, cloud processing
and equipment providers, who have
a strong footprint in South Africa
and all of the geographies in which it
operates. The design, implementation
and maintenance of Sasol’s systems are
based on international standards, best
practice and governance standards.

The change was probably
more organic than
transformational, but
we moved to more
effective planning,
leading, organising and
controlling.”
Pawel Wuzyk

With new recognition and
interrogation of the Sasol IM role,
progress was stepped up. “We gained
some traction in terms of recognition and
buy-in of outcomes. This is important,
because very often what happens is
many books are written on strategy, but
the magic lies in taking the book and
making it real,” he says.
Along with network consolidation,
Sasol moved to consolidate its
datacentres along with HCL. Wuzyk says:
“We had a variety of servers in a variety
of locations. So if something broke at
a distant location, it was a challenge
to repair. We consolidated and gave
them to HCL to operate and maintain.
So through network and datacentre
consolidation, we gained a more secure
environment that was easier to manage,
and, crucially, more secure.”
Also getting in on the transformation
were BCX and EOH, supporting service
desk, maintenance and application
development. “For us, service and
support are hugely important – we
can’t allow any downtime in any area.
In the manufacturing arena, if you
can’t efficiently control the filling up of
tankers that leave the factory or you
cannot analyse the product in the lab,
the factory comes to a standstill. This
is where our partners stepped in. Our
progress has been underpinned by the
contribution of EOH and its professional
way of making sure things happen.
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“EOH and BCX also support us
in the application space. Because
MES applications are so important
to us, we elected not to put the
responsibility for these into just
one set of hands. In partnership
with them, we continue to
innovate across operations,
production and quality control.”
As part of the efforts in driving
improvement, Sasol has regular
partner weeks to stay abreast
of changing trends and new
technologies, as well as regular
engagements with clients to assess
their satisfaction levels. “At first,
they didn’t know what to do with
this because it had never happened
to them before. We created a system
allowing them to assess and rate the
progress and outcomes of projects.
A first, there were clients who took
months to tell us they were actually not
satisfied. But this industrialised approach
has taken root, and within a year,
engagement had improved and service
levels along with them.”
Throughout its evolution, Sasol IM
has depended heavily on evangelism to
support change management and secure
buy-in for new initiatives. “When I create
the performance objectives for technical
architects, around 50% can loosely be
defined as evangelism,” says Wuzyk. “This
is a standard challenge of architecture:
you have to spend 50% of your time
engaging with a variety of people, and
not just working on the product. And
in driving change, systems are always
the easiest part, while people are the
hardest. In going through a process of
creating shared vision, you have to create
the vision, secure the buy-in and create
the high-performance team. This takes
up to a year, and once you’ve achieved it,
you realise you’re now out of sync with
the rest of the organisation. It’s pointless
creating a high-performance bubble
within the organisation when integrated
divisions – supply chain for example –
are not in sync. So the evangelism must
continue, to influence and take care of
the dependencies to ensure the entire
system works.”
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transForMinG sasoL:
thE diGitaL JournEY
Transforming a diverse tier one organisation is no small feat, but at Sasol, it
came down to addressing the fundamentals.
BY: james Francis
PICTURE: karolina komendera

“Most of these large transformations fail, something like
75%. they start something, but don’t ﬁnish it.”
Nobody has to tell Lungile Mginqi, VP of Applications, SAP
Services and Functional BRMs at Sasol, the scale of the task.
Sasol, an SAP customer since around 2002, is a mammoth
organisation and home to over 3 000 different applications.
This is further complicated by its structure, which can be
divided into numerous sectors – mining, utilities, retail, oil
and gas, and chemical. To compound matters, once the
SAP implementations were done, the landscape started
federating. Sections away from the company centre begun to
run IT their way, leading to a murky world of processes and
standards, with no clarity from the centre.
This inconsistency not only created silos, but split IT’s
effectiveness. Mginqi used a simple example: a printer on one
site might be configured differently to the SAP platform at
another site. If that printer stopped working and needed a
backup technician, that person was hard to provision.
“The processes were different and it had the result
of having unmanageable costs, because I wasn’t able
to understand where I could leverage certain resources.
Obviously superstars bubble to the top, but I wasn’t able to
see systematically who my great people were.”
The federated approach would ring familiar to many
IT managers. Non-IT executives at the centre of the
organisation were fond of it, but could still see the shortfalls,
Mginqi says.
“The previous teams coordinated on a thin layer basis. That
worked, but executives were clear that the centre wasn’t
performing. They would note a problem at a site, but that
dotted line goes from central IT to there, so it’s we who aren’t
performing.”

Pressure
Yet even with pressure to change, it didn’t come easily.
Different parts of the business were protective of the
islands they had built and would dissuade change in order
to maintain consistency. Nonetheless, it was impacting the
overall IT landscape negatively, which is why the arrival of a
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new CIO, Alec Joannou, prompted change. Articulating it as
a cost issue, he and his team, including Mginqi, were able to
kickstart a transformation journey for IM, but it was certainly
not easy.
“We needed the centre to take over the operation and
understand where things are. How do you take over and
reduce cost, without reducing the level of service? It’s very
hard. Sasol has a very strong culture of doing things. We have
engineers everywhere and they think in a certain way. They
tend to spend a lot of time understanding things at a lower
level and they can overwhelm with facts.”
Much of the transformation focused on SAP, as it’s the
core business application. But in reality, everything needed
to be overhauled. To do so, and to counter the pushback
from staff, the project was driven on two fronts. First was
change management.
“We drove strong change management from the centre
that’s sponsored by the key executives, with the messaging
to ensure that it minimises the flight risk. That also involved
accepting some minimal inefficiencies that will be realised
immediately after the transformation, in order for us to
gain trust and go over the hump of incorporating the same
standards.”
This hump was critical. Sasol’s federated landscape involved
different third parties of vendors and solution providers
serving different parts of the business. This was consolidated
by driving central infrastructure standards. In order to balance
skills and other requirements, Sasol appointed Accenture and
BCX, tier one providers with experience in the mining, chemical,
and oil and gas sectors. It also brought its datacentres
under one roof, then, proceeded to convert these into an
Infrastructure as a Service model with HCL.
Today, Sasol runs almost none of its own infrastructure
and is a central provisioning culture. The approach was to
fix the underlying standards and then the other problems
eventually revealed themselves.
“If you standardise the bottom line support and you
make sure the outsource supplier managing the network is
applying the same standards, sooner or later it’s going to
be very clear what adds value to the process. By being very
efficient at the execution layer and with governance, every
other thing is going to come to the surface and be dealt with
by the individual persons.”
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The results are resounding. At a
cultural level, IT isn’t experiencing the
same pushback. If anything, things that
would normally make people angry aren’t
– there’s a general appreciation for what
has, is and can be done.

informed conversations
“I’m having more IT-savvy and
substantial discussions with different
departments. What has changed in
the last couple of years is that those
conversations lead to something that
makes sense, something executable.”
The cost outcome was also met and
Sasol has been rated as tier one in
costs, based on benchmarks provided
by Bain. Cost management is now very
transparent, since any increase at the
base must be paid for by the business
or recovered from the business. Simply
put, many IT costs are now business
costs, because they apply directly to
business problems.
The momentum continues. Sasol has
set its focus on improving data use, and
closing the gap between applications
and data. It also wants to continue
its provisioning journey, encouraging
the adoption of Software as a Service
over custom development and lone
deployments. There’s a vision to use
public cloud more, enabling individual
departments to operate directly with
hyperscale platforms. Now that standards
and culture are aligned to this new vision,
the future is vast and exciting.
Mginqi concludes: “I’ve seen
departments really grow in maturity of
understanding the complexity and how
they need to approach data in order to
get where they need to go. I find very
good partners in business and that’s a
new change.”

Lungile Mginqi,
Sasol

WE DROVE STRONG CHANGE MANAGEMENT FROM THE CENTRE THAT’S
SPONSORED BY THE KEY EXECUTIVES, WITH THE MESSAGING TO ENSURE
THAT IT MINIMISES THE FLIGHT RISK.”
LUNGILE MGINQI

Advertorial

A partnership
that shares
DNA
BCX and Sasol have a long and storied
history together, one that goes back over
more than 20 years.

A

ccording to Lester van Graan, acting managing
executive for Mining, Industrial and Resources at BCX,
the relationship began in 1997, when BCX undertook
a complete outsource of the Sasol IT department, with the
exception of the company’s industrial side.
“This was done on an end-to-end basis, and meant that a
number of people from Sasol came into our organisation as part
of the outsource contract. It’s testament to the strength of our
relationship that many of these employees are still with us, and
several still work on the Sasol account,” he says.
“Because of the length of our partnership and this shared
human capital, it’s no surprise to learn that both organisations
have a similar DNA – the culture, people, values and language
are all a good fit and remain key to this ongoing relationship.
From one perspective, you could almost say we have grown up
together like siblings.”
He indicates that over the last two decades, BCX has always
been there to assist Sasol. This means that as its business drivers
have changed, so BCX’s services and offerings have changed
to suit. For example, continues Van Graan, when Sasol went
global, BCX supported the Sasol global strategy and successfully
transitioned services to the international partners.
“As a South African company, BCX was thus required to adapt
and integrate its services with these international vendors with
regard to aspects like service delivery. We haven’t only assisted
Sasol with a smooth transition in this respect, but have ourselves
built good relations with international players like HCL, BT and
Accenture as well.”
“Around 15 years ago, we undertook a service agreement
related to Sasol’s operational technology (OT) requirements. BCX

LESTER VAN
GRAAN, acting
managing executive
for Mining,
Industrial and
Resources at BCX

explored the potential of IT/OT convergence, effectively walking
a journey together with Sasol that ended with us closing the
largest deal of its kind at the time, with OT incorporated into the
existing BCX service contract.”
In more recent times, he adds, BCX has supported Sasol
through the implementation of new technologies and the
upgrading of existing technologies in the OT space, as a key part
of supporting the company through its digital transformation
journey.
Furthermore, continues Van Graan, following the acquisition
of BCX by Telkom, this has expanded the company’s capabilities
in the telecoms space, enabling it to further broaden its
service offerings to Sasol. From a Sasol point of view, he says,
the acquisition not only means the company is viewed as a
secure supplier, but is also seen as one that’s even more secure
financially, thanks to its affiliation with the Telkom Group.
“It’s worth noting that the recent changes in the international
oil price market obviously create greater pressure on an
organisation playing in this space, leading to an even stronger
desire to improve efficiencies and cost effectiveness throughout
the business. BCX has not only supported Sasol in this regard, but
has aligned itself with Sasol in these efforts.”
“The guiding force we’re using is the principle of Industry 4.0,
which encompasses the Internet of Things, simulation, advanced
robotics and analytics, to name a few. The next step will be to
understand how we can assist Sasol to utilise these effectively
as we move forward. So, while the technologies and objectives
may change over time, our value proposition – which is built on
remaining relevant to our clients by constantly and consistently
adding value through sustained innovation – remain the same.”

PeoPLe

aGiLE thinKinG
in thE riGht
dirEction
Once mindsets changed, it became easier to
adopt new methods of working that benefitted
everyone.
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Prior to the modernisation of IM at
Sasol, testing of technology wasn’t
taken as seriously as it should have
been. The company never considered
testing an intricate part of any successful
implementation of initiatives or solutions
in the organisation, says Gxoyiya. A
testing centre of excellence was formed
within the Office of the CIO, which
has resulted in the increased quality
of solutions being rolled out to the
businesses. Simultaneously, there has
been a decrease with problems in the
live environments through continuous
checking and testing of solutions before
exposing them to customers.

BY: simon Foulds
PICTURE: karolina komendera

Critical need

tala gxoyiya, acting VP: group iM Business, has been instrumental in
taking the iM strategy, concepts and ideas and implementing them
within the business. “Before we implemented this strategy, we had no
visibility of what projects were being undertaken and where they were in the
delivery pipeline. We also had no clue what the portfolio of projects looked
like and what the prioritisation mechanism for these would be. We therefore
looked at implementing a formal project management office (PMO) and a
portfolio management capability. These fundamentals laid the path for the
function to move towards agile ways of working to deliver against the Sasol
digital strategy,” she says.
“It entailed changing the whole operating model, catering for the future
as opposed to just fixing up what is already in place,” says Gxoyiya. “That is
where Accenture stepped in, forming a key partnership with us in creating
and developing our project and portfolio management office.”
To achieve the ultimate goal, mindsets had to change because the
department was moving from a support service to being more directive in its
approach to providing a service.
“The way of working within an agile environment is critical. So educating
employees in thinking digitally is also important in paving the way forward.
In achieving this, you need everyone to understand your vision because of
the new way of addressing issues. It’s been interesting seeing how everyone
involved is now developing solutions as a team, figuring out how we’re going
to implement them.”
Looking at Sasol’s journey, Gxoyiya says the capabilities coming out of
this space have improved the IM service. “We had no testing, or project
management nor portfolio management capabilities. At the same time,
we also had no way of encouraging line managers to do better in terms of
their work performance on a regular basis. We changed this, so the latter
was achieved on a monthly basis. This resulted in team members sharing
their areas of development, at the same time sharing the areas where
they’re struggling. As such, we could assist personal growth, which, in turn,
improves company performance. The way we’re engaging with IM staff is
helping in creating more openness within the environment, which benefits
the whole agile approach within the business.”

To achieve this, Sasol partnered with
Accenture to provide leadership in
setting up the capability. This involved
defining processes, methodologies,
maturity models, technologies, artefacts
and so on, in order to support Sasol’s
initiatives and business. “Sasol has been
able to successfully embed testing within
its environments, and instil a culture of
testing while demonstrating the critical
need for this capability,” she says.
This has led to huge strides with
automation testing, which is reducing
future maintenance efforts for many
of its technologies. It’s also optimising
speed, efficiency and quality to its
customers, while decreasing costs. This
has alleviated the amount of time spent
on manual testing, therefore increasing
time spent on critical work.
Starting out with an area that had
no managed processes nor project
management tools, a transformation
initiative was implemented that included
project management technology to
provide visibility to stakeholders, says
Gxoyiya.
“We successfully rolled out a
transformation initiative to enable the
outsourcing of our PMO services. We
transformed the PMO from just being
a support capability to an office that
runs PMO as a service,” she says. “This
capability has been rolled out in our local
regions (Johannesburg, Sasolburg and
Secunda), as well as global regions.”
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It’s been interesting
seeing how everyone
involved is now
developing solutions as
a team, ﬁguring out
how we’re going to
implement them.”
TALA GXOYIYA

“Regarding our key strategic risks,
the CIO-directed programmes were
sponsored to establish remediation and
preventative controls in areas such as
cloud computing, next generation cyber
threats, data and analytics, and global
privacy.”

key to success
A number of initiatives were also put in
place, such as lunch events where the CIO
and staff could interact, which resulted
in senior managers setting up forums to
provide more clarity among employees.
Another key focus has been creating a
place of diversity.
A significant part of Gxoyiya’s role at
Sasol has been around people – training,
growth, development and rewards
issues. “With that in mind, a function
was formed to intensively drive out all
these issues.
“Because people are a key ingredient
in IM’s success, we made sure we rolled
out programmes to drive this. One
such initiative is Sasol IM’s graduate
programme, developed with the
Maharishi Institute. The pilot project
involves eight graduates who haven’t
studied IT, but have completed business
degrees. They join the department
and immerse themselves in the sector.
We’re seven months into this project

Brainstorm

Tala Gxoyiya,
Sasol

and have earmarked five of the eight
to become permanent employees. Alec
Joannou is excited about this project
and we believe it could be run on an
annual basis.”

In an ever-changing technological
world, the IM modernisation will never
see an endpoint. Key to survival,
concludes Gxoyiya, is having key partners
to help you through the process.
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A LIGHT-BULB MOMENT THAT
DROVE THE WORLD TO CHANGE.
On hearing an employee’s vision for a gas-powered vehicle, Thomas Edison, the father of the
electric age, gave him a piece of selfless advice - quit. That employee was Henry Ford.
Edison’s nudge helped Ford ignite a new era in transportation. But more importantly, their
bond exemplified the power of a Relationship Beyond the Contract - to shape the path of
human history and lay the foundation for a brighter tomorrow.

Today, HCL drives this philosophy
into the 21st Century with customers
around the world. Find out how at

